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Abstract:  
The commercialization of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell requires major breakthroughs 
in cost, performance and durability. In addition to the new material development, optimal catalyst layer 
(CL) microstructure and fuel cell structure also play an important role. However, the latter is largely 
hindered by current poor understanding of the complex ‘gas-liquid-heat-electron-proton’ transfers in 
conjunction with the electrochemical reactions, which is also greatly influenced by the temporal CL 
microstructure evolution during long-term operation. Herein, on one hand, we present several 
important research & development (R&D) directions after critically examining the multi-physics 
transfer in fresh CLs and the microstructure evolution of degraded CLs. This knowledge is essential 
to design and fabricate ultralow-Pt CLs for cost-effective, high-performance and durable PEM fuel 
cells, and to meet the urgent need for development of new research tools, including pore- and cell-
scale models, experimental methods, machine learning algorithms and their rational combinations; on 
the other hand, using a 3D fuel cell model that was comprehensively validated against experimental 
data regarding the polarization curves, electrochemical losses, spatial current density distributions, 
temperature distributions, etc., we also comprehensively evaluated the relationship between the cell 
structure and fuel cell performance, including several presentative BP and flow field structures (e.g. 
straight channel, wave-like channel, fine channel, channel inserting baffle, partially narrow channel, 
pin-type, 3D fine mesh and foam flow field), and the novel integrated BP-MEA and double-cell 
structures. The results indicate the importance of cell structure design and optimization in boosting the 
power density of PEM fuel cells.  
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